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Abstract
As the Earth is orbiting the Sun, there is the region a sunlight can't be reached on the 
Moon, a satellite of the Earth. Usually, the permanent shadows are located near a pole 
area and the surface reconstruction in the permanent shadows region is challenging 
because of the lack of sunlight.
In this research, the reconstruction method containing the permanent shadows is 
suggested. To apply this method, the time-varying shadow region and a permanently 
shadowed region are needed to be separated. In the time-varying shadow region, the 
pixel intensity of the image can be composed of the albedo and the reflectance model. 
Using the light source direction from ISIS3 of USGS, the shape of the region can be 
extracted from the reflectance model. Though this region is visible in the camera, the 
change of illumination is quite large in this region, it is hard to reconstruct the shape 
using stereo-photogrammetry or SfS. So, it is needed of collecting more surface 
normal information from several pixel level-aligned images. In this process, the albedo 
information can be initialized and enhanced easily from many images.
In the middle of permanent shadows, the high-resolution DEM is generated by LOLA 
DEM. The LOLA DEM is generated by interpolation between measured data point 
strips, the actual scene of the permanent shadows. Using the sensor like DIVINER, 
the Imaginary scene generation via a trained network between the sunlight sensor and 
The permanent shadows region including Shackleton crater area; the time-varying images have different illumination conditions (left-side) and the permanent shadows are shown as the green (right-side)
other kinds of a sensor is suggested.
Objective
• Generation of surface normal using time-varying shadowed LROC images and 
fusion with rough DEM
• Imaginary visible scene generation of the permanently shadowed region using a 
different sensor like DIVINER
Preliminary Results 
• Construction of pixel level-aligned image dataset using geo-referenced data
• The trial of surface normal generation using existed pixel level-aligned image 
dataset 
• Access and usage of DIVINER data in NASA PDS
• Image to image transition deep learning technique survey
Future Work
• Pixel level-aligned image dataset using geo-referenced data
• Verification and validation of generated reconstructed 3D region
• Imaginary visible scene generation using DIVINER sensor
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